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EIT Project Goal & Strategies

To help faculty create inclusive engineering 

learning environments, especially for women and 

minority men. 

EIT “live” and recorded faculty professional development 

webinars:

• Distill research findings

• Share master-teaching advice 

• Provide easy-adoption Action-checklists & resources



Presenters

Pooja Sankar, Piazza Founder & CEO

Pooja founded Piazza based on her experience as one of few women 

among many men studying computer science. Pooja has worked at Oracle, 

Kosmix and Facebook.  Pooja has a MS in Computer Science, University of 

Maryland and an MBA, Stanford Business School.

Jessica Gilmartin, Piazza Chief Business Officer

Jessica brings extensive product experience to Piazza having worked with 

multiple startups, as well as Google prior to working with Piazza.  She will 

share research on the dramatic positive engagement differences Piazza 

creates, especially for women students.  Jessica holds an MBA from the 

Wharton School of Business, University of Pennsylvania.

David Gries, Ph.D. Computer Science, Cornell

David has taught Computer Science at Cornell since 1969.  For the past 

3-4 years, he has taught hundreds of students each semester using 

Piazza.   He is a Stephen H. Weiss Presidential Fellow (1995) for 

undergraduate education and has four professional society awards for 

undergraduate computer science education.  David holds a Ph.D. in 

Mathematics, Munich Institute of Technology.

https://piazza.com/about/story
https://piazza.com/about/team
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/gries/


Pooja’s Story:  

My Hometown – Patna, India

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PkpHkUIrL5A


My Class at IIT



My Work Environment



Piazza Fills A Need

I'm an ardent user of Piazza and really loved the tool you created. It 

has given me courage to ask questions and seek answers. 

- Mary S., Engineering Major, Yale



What Need Does Piazza Fill?



Poll:  How do you identify struggling 
students?



Shy students are more prone to get engaged since they

can contribute anonymously.

- Dr. Joe Nadeau, Duke University

The Power of Anonymity

• Anonymous group discussion is more 

effective than face-to-face group discussion. 
(Jong, et al., 2013).

• 46% of questions and 28% of answers are 

anonymous on Piazza.



Research Methodology

• 481,873 male and female US/Canadian 

student enrollments (420,389 STEM) 

• Four terms: Jan 2013- Nov.10th, 2014 

• >800k questions asked/answered (> 96 

million views)

• Factored in different proportions of men and 

women in a given subject.



Poll:  Do women and men differ in the 
number of questions ASKED?



Questions ASKED: Sex Differences
• Women ASK > Questions

• Women ASK > Questions Anonymously



Poll:  Do women and men differ in the 
number of questions ANSWERED?



Questions ANSWERED: Sex Differences
• Women ANSWER < Questions

• Women ANSWER > Questions Anonymously



Poll:  Are the sex differences found in 
answering questions similar between 
STEM and non-STEM disciplines?



Discipline Differences
• STEM Women ANSWER < Questions

• STEM Women ANSWER > Questions Anonymously



Poll:  Do sex differences in answering 
questions persist from undergraduate 
to graduate classes?



Sex Differences Persist 



Poll:  Does class size influence sex 
differences in answering questions?



Class Size: Sex Differences



WHAT IS GOING ON?
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Confidence Gap

• Women underestimate their capability; self-limit 

science engagement. (Ehrlinger & Dunning, 2003)

• Women self-limit promotion applications unless 

they meet 100% of criteria. (Shipman & Kay, 2009)

• Gender differences in salary negotiation (Babcock 

et al., 2003):  

• Men initiate salary negotiations 4x more often than 

women; 

• Negotiating women ask for 30 % < money than men. 
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Unconscious Bias
• Women experience negative consequences 

from men for negotiating. (Vedantam, 2007).

• Men are more likely to speak, and be heard, 

than women in the classroom (from 

elementary through grad school) (Krupnick,1985), 

(Neufeld, 2004), Sadker & Sadker (1994).

• Women are more likely to be interrupted (by 

both men and women). (Hancock & Rubin, 2014)



Cody Coleman

CS major

MIT, class of 2013

Underrepresented Men Concur

Professors scared me. None of them 

looked like me, so I was afraid that 

they wouldn't understand me. I was 

always on guard and tried to avoid 

interacting with them directly outside 

of class. 

Piazza helped me get over that 

because I could see that my 

questions/responses were valuable 

through instructor feedback without 

risk of embarrassment.





Dr. David Gries: Faculty Case Example
• David Gries, Professor Emeritus (but still teaching)

• Computer Science, Cornell University

• Using Piazza since 2011, Pooja demoed at Cornell

• CS2110. Object-Oriented Programming and Data 

Structures —second course on computer programming

~600 students

2 instructors

18 grad, undergrad TAs

with weekly sections

30 undergrad consultants:

grade, staff consulting

room 8 hrs per day

~1700 posts this semester

Response time average: 9 

minutes

Total contributions: > 7,000

Instructor responses: ~2,000

Student responses: ~650



I have used 

Pooja as a 

role model for 

women and 

men alike 

since fall 

2011.

Image to the 

right is from 

course 

website in 

2011

Read 

especially the 

last 

paragraph



Platform Introduction

Switch to 

different 

course, 

including 

old, in-

active 

ones

Main pane, 

list of posts 

on left and 

post being 

viewed on 

right

Course 

description, 

announcement

s, staff, other 

resources

No. of posts, 

responses by 

students, staff, 

etc. Can 

download 

complete 

statistics

Enroll, 

remove staff 

and

students.

Set 

preferences  

(e.g. whether 

posts can be 

completely 

anonymous)



Folders

Folders into which posts are stored

You make up these folders in Manage Class

Any post must say which folder it goes in

Click a Folder and only posts in that folder appear in   

List of posts



Folder Assignment 3

Assignment 3 was 

clicked,

So you see only 

posts that are in that 

folder 



Left Column Closed

Left column contains list 

of pinned posts, then lists 

of posts in chronological 

order. 

Click a small right arrow 

to open the posts in that 

period

Pinned posts are 

extremely useful. They 

are posts that you want at 

the top no matter how old 

they are. We show uses 

of them later.



Click anywhere in the 

summary of a post and 

it will open in the right 

column.

Piazza has lots of bells and 

whistles, but they are very 

user-friendly. Example: 

hover your mouse over one 

of these icons and a pop-up 

window will explain it to you. 

A Left Column 

Period is Open



Hyperlinks
Hover mouse over 

arrow, see that this 

is post number 

@1103.

(Look what else 

you can do.)

@1103 is a 

hyperlink. Click on 

a hyperlink in a 

post and it goes to 

that post. 

Awesome!



Updated Student Note (Not Question)
Students do post notes to help others. The original poster 

gave his name, the updater did not 



Student Answer to a Question

anonymous question
Shows 

main 

panes:

•Question

•Students’

answer

•Instructors’

answer

•Follow up

Anonymous answer

Instructor endorsed

Link to answer elsewhere!  



Question that Needs Follow Up
Student 

asks for 

answers.

Look, they 

are polite!

We tell 

them to try 

to answer 

the 

questions. 

We’ll help if 

wrong.



Student and Instructor Respond to Follow Up
Student 

answers.

Another 

student 

responds

At the same 

time that 

instructor 

answers 



Pinned notes to collect assignment FAQS
With so many students (almost 600) we get lots of questions on programming 

assignments. Many duplicates questions. Hard for students to search.

Solution: Pin a note for the assignment. Put in it the assignment handout.

Make a list of FAQs. See a question other students could be interested in? Put it in 

the FAQ list, perhaps with hyperlink to answer. 



Office Hour Cancellations

The staff maintains a google calendar, which students look at often. 

When a staff member has to cancel an office hour, they indicate it in the 

pinned office-hour-cancelation post.





Conclusions
1. “Pooja’s” Story—Reflection 

– How do you demonstrate sensitivity to your 

students, especially “different” students?

2. Piazza Research—Results 

– Anonymity w/in respectful, controlled 

environment creates risk-free, inclusive learning 

environments

3. Piazza Platform—Faculty Case Example

– An easy-to-adopt, flexible, free, option for faculty 

to help create a “safe,” inclusive learning 

environment for ALL students
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HOW TO APPLY TO 

YOUR TEACHING CONTEXT!
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Action Checklist
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Try Piazza: 6 Easy Steps



Downloads, Links & Resources!

 Download  recommended files (e.g., PPT, Articles)

 Website Links:
• Go to the EIT website:  www.WSKC.org/EIT

• Use the Action Checklists & Other Resources

• Apply for the Inclusive Educator Award (May 1st deadline)

• Listen to previously recorded webinars 

• Sign up to participate in future live webinars

• Register for “Creating a Positive Climate for Learning:  Dealing with Incivility and 

Conflict in the Classroom” (May 19, 2015; 2-3:00pm ET) 

• Go to the Piazza website:  https://piazza.com

 Provide us feedback! 
• Personalized “Certificate of Participation” upon completion!

http://www.wskc.org/EIT
http://www.wskc.org/documents/387157/0/FinalEITAwardApplication-fill.docx/844b28c8-3c66-4ea0-96fc-25e92fee7582
http://eitwebinar-positivelearningclimate.eventbrite.com/
https://piazza.com/
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/EITWebinar-STEMmingConfidenceGap


Poll 8:  What are YOUR next steps?
Based on what you have learned, what are 

YOUR next steps to creating an inclusive 

learning context for your students?   



Professional 
Development

Custom 
Webinars

Annual 
Conference

Equity 
Implementation 

Toolkits

Consulting 
Services

Research & 
Public Policy

NAPEquity.org

National Alliance for 

Partnerships in Equity 

Co-sponsor of WEPAN EIT Webinar Series

The nation’s leading professional alliance for access, 

equity, and diversity in education, training, and careers.



Together we can engage all minds in 

engineering the future!

Gretal Leibnitz, Ph.D.,

EIT Co-PI & Project Director

Leibnitz@WEPAN.org

www.WSKC.org/EIT

mailto:Leibnitz@WEPAN.org
http://www.wskc.org/EIT

